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Jack Pearson, a recent MSU graduate of MSU’s colleges of Letters and Science and Honors has earned a
Fulbright scholarship to study in Jordan.
MSU ecologist, Lindsey Albertson has been awarded a Fulbright U.S. Scholar Award,
to further study invasive freshwater crayfish and global change.
Two MSU students won the prestigious Udall Scholarship from the Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. Udall
Foundation. Cassandra Baker, a junior from Lame Deer majoring in math education, won the fellowship in the
tribal public policy category. Atticus Cummings, a junior from Bozeman majoring in directed interdisciplinary
studies with an emphasis in architecture, chemical engineering and sociology, was named a scholar in the
environmental category.
MSU’s Dana Longcope, a prolific physicist and researcher, was elected to the National Academy of Sciences
in recognition of his work to understand solar flares and other magnetic behaviors of the sun.
MSU scientist, Joan Broderick was named to two of the nation’s most prestigious academies – the National
Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, recognizing her work to unravel the
mysteries of a family of chemical reactions found throughout nature.
Cecily Ryan received a $700,000 National Science Foundation CAREER grant to support research into
advanced 3D printing techniques.
Abigail Murray, a senior double majoring in civil and environmental engineering, won a prestigious fellowship
from the National Science Foundation for her research in resilient and sustainable city infrastructure.
Emma Kerkering, a junior majoring in cell biology and neuroscience, was named a 2022 Newman Civic Fellow,
which recognizes students committed to finding solutions for local, national, and international problems.
Will Wright, who received his doctorate in history from MSU in 2021, won the Rachel Carson Prize from the
American Society for Environmental History for his dissertation on species that migrate across international
borders.
MSU education students completed a weeklong rural practicum experience in Glendive to help generate
interest in rural teaching positions.
The MSU American Marketing Association student chapter – one of over 300 chapters worldwide – claimed the
top three spots at the AMA International Collegiate Conference and earned a top 10 chapter designation.
Two MSU buildings received national recognition. American Indian Hall was named LEED Platinum Version
4.1, the highest sustainable classification, and Romney Hall received a LEED Gold certification.

